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CHAPTER 1

Multiplication is the 

Logical Next Step

T

Form is another matter. Both a Level 3 addition church and 
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Multiplication is Biblical

The primary explanation for why we should shift from forms 

and strategies which produce addition to those resulting in 

multiplication is that it is biblical.

Regardless of  the forms we choose, we must be faithfully 

these action words is a surrender to the Lordship of  Jesus that 

produces transformed lives.

of  all 3 commands.

suggesting that being a follower of  Jesus is something we do 

naturally, on a regular basis. While the fruit of  our faithfulness to 

this command produces fruit geographically to the ends of  earth, 

few select saints. Instead, Jesus expressed this part of  the Great 

Disciples are always in a state of  readiness to engage in this 

mission.
4

In its early days in Jerusalem, the Church functioned at Level 3, 

locally. It became a megachurch in one day and remained that way 

multiplication.
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The Jerusalem church was a megachurch that almost 

and if  it lasted, it became a church, though Acts mentions no 

Cyrene and Antioch because of  the same mistreatment. There 

seems to have been little motivation for intentional church planting 

in Jerusalem.

Antioch, however, sent missionaries who planted churches. 

Antioch was a substantial church that intentionally commissioned 

single congregation generated the movement in the West that we 

enjoy today. Real multiplication is found, not only in the wider 

and left for dead in Derbe.

preaching “When they had preached the gospel to that city 

and had made many disciples, they returned to Lystra and to 

Iconium and to Antioch, strengthening the souls of  the disciples, 

appointed elders for them in every church, with prayer and fasting 

they committed them to the Lord in whom they had believed” 

The choice is never to grow or to plant. It is always to do both. 

They should naturally happen together. The power is in the AND, 

not the tyranny of  the OR.

All churches should attempt growth, and all should reproduce 
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themselves toward new congregations. There is little merit in size 

not an argument for small over large. In fact, 

using a multi/micro approach, a church of  30 can reproduce as 

We’ve Got Room to Expand

The second reason why we should multiply our congregations is 

that we have lots of  room to grow and evangelize our country. 

By 200 A.D., the Church had grown from zero to about 1.8 

about 7/10ths of  one percent of  the world. That incredible 

growth came mostly through multiplication. Eighteen centuries 

later, roughly 33 percent of  the people in the world call themselves 

remain estranged from Christ.

Christianity currently grows faster in Nepal than anywhere. 

Nigeria boasts the highest rate of  Christ followers per capita. Asia, 

Africa and Latin America see serious church growth in the macro 

sense. Church multiplication is a primary cause for success in these 

nations.
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downside to this is that the church was almost exactly the same 

large churches brought no measurable growth to Christianity in 

America.

Evangelicals numbers are growing. But compared to the overall 

population, our share of  the pie is now smaller. Between 2007 and 

percent.

It is possible for your church to grow rapidly while falling 

behind the growth curve in your own community. More people 

to stop measuring church growth and begin measuring cultural 

penetration.

cultural “lift.” We focus on evangelism while neglecting poverty, 

crime and oppression. To combat this, churches have coined terms 

sent me to proclaim that captives will be released, that the blind 

will see, that the oppressed will be set free, and that the time of  

expects true spiritual transformation of  communities, not just 

individuals.

Both the church and the culture will change drastically in the 

next two decades. The escalating secularization of  our culture will 
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result in a continued social reorganization with values foreign to 

the same course as before. But it can change for the better if  you 

and I choose a different strategy from what appeared effective 

while we lived it.

From Mega to Multi to Multiplication Movement

The third reason for multiplying churches, instead of  just getting 

churches have hugely gifted leaders, but even these guys bump 

produced the multisite movement which does help churches move 

true multiplication. The multisite model will achieve Level 4 

reproduction at best. 

Small to Medium Church Multipliers

to be faithful and fruitful, and vast resources at our disposal. 

small to medium churches. More than 20 percent of  new churches 

come from churches numbering fewer than 100 in attendance. 

plus percent of  church plants. The good news is that our largest 
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starting with small groups as extension services and experimenting 

from there.7

Churches as Launch Platforms

What if  every church could see itself  as a launch platform for new 

than a platform for members to carry a message into their varied 

Jews reared in Gentile cities. These people could learn pastoral 

ministry in one culture, then reproduce it in another.

A couple of  decades ago, Ralph Winter wrote about “cultural 

dissonance in evangelism and church multiplication.” If  I, as a 

white middle-class person, begin discipling an unchurched, white 

middle-class friend who grew up in church, then that is E-0 

there are three cultural barriers between me and the person I 

“our culture.” They not only need to heed our message, but they 
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journey instead of  doing it ourselves. 

We readily spend huge amounts of  money to send missionaries 

overseas as traditional E-3 missionaries. With the advent of  

appropriate ways.

3 churches became launch platforms for new churches rather than 

new sites. They would immediately achieve Level 4 status, release 

My Story

beginning to pursue it as a model for planting any church. Even if  

churches. We allowed them to function as a movement rather than 
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that what small churches have done in the past can also be done by 

megachurch pastors, especially those with multisite experience.
8

Reviewing Level 5 Multiplication

impact church; some have used the term, “lighthouse church.” 

Others may represent just a few hundred people in a smaller 

community. Level 4 is a church that clones itself  in a variety of  

But it can add capacity by planting a network 

pursue multiplication without a great deal of  interference from 

scattering of  boutique shops or restaurants.

Your Church As A Launch Platform

you decide to launch churches. But, whichever path you choose, 

multiplication easily trumps single-location addition. But, perhaps 

on to it. But, you could run two operating systems at one time. A 

measure of  caution accompanies any venture into new territory. I 
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steep. I discovered that I could partition my hard drive and run 

both systems at the same time.

and forth between systems and software. My proposal is that 

you run two systems concurrently 

usual while experimenting with the new system on the side. 

gained by destroying what you have along the way to something 

new. Graduating from Level 3 is more about evolution than 

revolution.

But while that advice holds for Level 3 guys, if  you are planting 

a new church you do want to embrace a different operating system 

than that which may have birthed you. .As you plan a new church, 

Becoming a Level 

5ive Multiplying Church

New to 5ive: Starting a Level 5 

Multiplying Church. Build your culture around the challenges you 

uncover as you do this. 

Learning a New OS
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example of  a multiplication movement instigated by a single 

After eight days of  teaching, I had neglected to obtain local phone 

a cab from the terminal building to a heavily guarded gate on the 

The threat of  terrorism permeated everything.

was curious about the vehicle. Turns out he owned the BMW 

one of  the two churches he currently pastored held a goodbye 

“microchurch.” The man was a successful three-career pastor. 

business. While he was tri-vocational, his story can lead us toward 

a microchurch led by a single- salary, discipleship-trained, 

bivocational/freelance church planter.
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there while he plants churches in poor urban neighborhoods. 

the church to unreached crannies of  society.

Five Elements to this Operating System

operating system that you could use while doing business as usual 

operating as a launch platform for church multiplication. 2. A 

a freelance church planter. 3. Autonomous microchurches planted 

that would otherwise not interact with the gospel.

new tool for experimenting your way into becoming a church 

multiplier—at limited cost of  money, manpower or momentum.

Success At Home and Abroad
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group has baptized more than 22,000 people since 1983. More 

rely on “altar calls” or an attractional model. This is a country of  

and persecute Christians. The group has lost people to bombs 

tossed into their meetings.

called Burghers, left over from days of  British occupation.

autonomous self-supporting, self-governing, and self- propagating 

churches.

Living Way Church is a multiplication movement, which so 

By the way, the group has planted reproducing churches 

an IT professional and then planted a reproducing church. The 
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concepts of  microchurch and freelance pastors.

capital which sponsor ministry away from 

important, for us, because most of  what American churches do, 

new territory—we can learn from them.

1. It is semi-autonomous from the platform church that gave it 

birth. While answering to an elder board in a sending church, 

microchurch elders are the “troops on the ground.” They 

unique turf.

2. It responds to the “go” of  the Great Commission rather 

than the “come” of  Level 3 churches. Bible studies and 

with a central church. “Come join us” is a subtle subtext to 

their message. The microchurch operates from an opposing 
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rather than “come.”

3. 

identify with the cultural majority. Cultural similarities are 

utilize “bridge people” who are comfortable in more than one 

culture to penetrate unreached people groups.

4. Its elders are endorsed by the sending church as pastors, 

motivational difference. When a group can self-identify as a 

church its leaders carry the weight of  spiritual authority and 

the responsibilities attendant to it.

It is authorized to celebrate the sacraments and reproduce 

factor, handling of  the sacraments denotes a spiritual reality 

may be the determining factor in turning out a movement of  

culture-penetrating microchurches.


